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The vacuum arc discharge with a deuterium impregnated metal cathode is a popular source of deuterium
ions, which is widely used in neutron generators [1-3]. Recently, metal deuteride film cathode for vacuum arc
discharge is studied by Efim M. Oks [1,4]. This paper reports on a study of the properties of the plasma and
gas produced in a vacuum arc discharge with Scandium deuteride thin film (ScD1.8) cathode which have been
deposited on Mo by sputter magnet. The ScD1.8 cathode allow the generation of multicomponent gases and
ions. The stability and lifetime of the vacuum arc system to produce deuterium ions is analyzed by analyzing
the gases releasing quantity, atomic fractions ratio of deuterium with metal (D:M) and neutron yield.

Fast Response VacuumGauge andQuadrupole Mass Spectrometer were used in the research of gases releasing
quantity. The total gases releasing quantity is stability with the number of discharge. While the deuterium gas
releasing quantity is fluctuation and also decrease with the number of discharge. Magnetic mass spectrometry
was used in the research of atomic fractions ratio of deuterium with metal. As the number of discharge
increases, the stability of atomic fractions ratio is getting worse and the ratio of deuterium ions is decreasing.
Finally, nuclear analysis method was applied for studying the absolute content of deuterium ions. The result
was similar to that of the magnetic mass spectrometry experiment. The stability of neutron yield is getting
worse and the total amount of neutron yield is decreasing.
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